CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING CURRICULUM - BS CHE DEGREE
PRE-MED SUGGESTED FLOWCHART
Revised 2-21-12 CSB

Fall - FRESH
CH 101 (4) CH 102 (4)
MA 125 (4)

Spring - FRESH
CH 117 (CH 118)
MA 126 (4)

Fall - SOPH
BSC 114 (3)
CH 231 (3)
MA 127 (4)

Spring - SOPH
BSC 118
*Career El (4)
MA 239 (3)

Fall - JR
CH 232 (3)
PH 105 (4)

Spring - JR
*(PH 125)
*(PH 126)

Fall - SR
*(CHE EL (3))

Spring - SR
*CHE 254 (4)

CHOICE OF OPTIONS

COURSE OFFERING

OPTIONAL COURSES

* See advisor for information on APP, CHE and ADV SCI electives (Check prerequisites)
Prior to Fall 2012, Career Electives were called Approved Electives, see advisor for info.
** MTE 271 or ECE 320 (Check prerequisites)
*** CHE 445/545 or CH 461 (Check prerequisites)
† MA112 pre-req
This flow chart requires 8 semesters plus 1 summer to graduate

All applicable classes are subject to the 3-attempt rule.